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ANSWER KEY

COMPREHENSION
WRITTEN TEXT
1.

It tells me that the explosion was very big/ intense/ powerful and came as a surprise.

2.

Snyder was very badly hurt and he had lost his sight.

3.

Snyder was more determined to win the swim at the Warrior Games than any other swim because he had experienced
how things in life can be different in a matter of seconds which spurred him to seize the moment.

4. This team was made up of people who embodied the practice of overcoming obstacles and never giving up in their own
lives. Bethany also provided the necessary and adequate support Brad needed, being Brad’s sense of sight to get through
the race.
5.

The word is “sacred”.

6. Snyder wishes to promote the spirit of never giving up and striving even in times of trials which life will present every now
and then.
VISUAL TEXT
1.

The target audience is someone with special powers who is looking to be part of a team/wants to do good for the world.

2.

The Avengers are presented on the advertisement with an additional silhouette image in the middle, representing the
need for the new Avenger to complete the picture of the full team.

3.

They are looking for someone who wants to do good for the world.

4. To attract individuals with superhuman powers to join S.H.I.E.L.D and be a part of the Avengers.
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MAKEOVER
1.

Did you know that out of all the current Avengers in the movie, only 3 was part of the original team – Iron Man,
Thor, and Hulk.

2.

Captain America was only introduced in the fourth issue in the marvel comic, when the team discovered his body
encase in a block of ice.

3.

A funny fact is that back in the year 1963, before the advancement of technology, Tony Stark was often seen
charge his suit using a wall outlet!

4. That’s not the weirdest part – did you now that the Hulk was originally intend to be gray?
5.

However, the printing press have trouble with the Hulk’s colour and he kept coming out green, so his colour was
eventually changed to green.

6. Also, did you know that Captain Americas shield is made from a metal called vibranium?
7.

Its the same metal that Ultron was searching for in the Avengers 2 movie.

8. Another face you may not have known is that while it has been said that no one but Thor can hold his hammer
called Mjolnir, others include Captain America and Loki have held Mjolnir in the Marvel comics.
9. Speaking of Loki, in the past, he had a strange weaknesses – he wasn’t able to use his magic when he was wet.
10. Lastly, Spiderman was supposed to be a part of The Avengers, but sadly his movie rights were sold towards Sony
Pictures instead of Marvel Cinematic Universe.

ANSWERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

was → were
encase → encased
charge → charging
intend → intended
have → had
Americas → America’s
Its → It’s
include → including
weaknesses → weakness
towards → to
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